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Insulating external render 

or internal plaster  

Use ecoCORK for a warmer, quieter home 

Secil ecoCORK application guide 

Buckland Filleigh Sawmills 
Buckland Filleigh 

Devon EX21 5RN 
Telephone: 01409 281644 

Email: sales@mikewye.co.uk 
www.mikewye.co.uk 
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Why use Secil ecoCORK? 
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Below are some items of equipment required to carry out this work.  
All of these are available from Mike Wye & Associates 

Safety Gloves   ~   Safety Glasses   ~   Harling Trowel   ~   Laying on/Finishing Trowel    ~   Block Emulsion Brush    ~   Whisk 

Lower fuel bills Lime based, no cement 

Cost effective Speedier application 

Better thermal performance Cheaper to transport 

Better acoustic performance Easier to mix and apply 

Reduced condensation Lightweight 

Plastering hawks Scarifier comb Sponge floats Plastic floats 
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1. Preparation 
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Do not apply when the temperature is 5°C and likely to fall, Be sure that the newly applied render is 
protected from all of the weather’s worst excesses such as rain, drying winds, strong sun and of 
course frost. Our friendly technical sales team are on hand to help with any issues that you may be 
unsure of. Call or email the office before starting work if there is any doubt. 
 
Remove all previous render or paint and carry out any remedial works as required, such as 
replacing rotten lintels, repairing cracks and dealing with any structural issues that may be evident.  
 
Wooden lintels can be counter battened and lathed with haired lime mortar applied  
before scatting over the whole elevation. 
 
Alkali resistant glass fibre mesh should incorporated in the ecoCORK scratch coat and extra placed 
around stress areas such as window lintels etc. 
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2. Consolidation mortar 
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Once any necessary repairs are carried out, damp the wall to control suction and allow a good bond. Mix the Secil 
Consolidation mortar into a wet mix suitable for a hand harled splatterdash or scat coat. For larger projects, it may be 
helpful to set a rotary drum mixer running and leave to mix for a while. The mix can then be transferred into a bucket, 
more water added and then whisked with a plastering whisk/paddle. 
 
A faster and a better bond is achieved if a harling trowel is used. We supply trowels and a wide range of PPE items 
such as glasses, gloves and disposable overalls. Protect all items such as windows, sills, rainwater goods etc. 
 
The scat coat bonds well with a substrate and also controls and evens out suction, consolidates friable surfaces and 
provides a very good key for the ecoCORK.  
 
Don’t be tempted to use a tyrolean applicator for this purpose as the mortar won’t 
consolidate the wall as well. Aim for an average of about 3mm thickness. 
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3. ecoCORK 
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After about 24 hours the scat should be ready for the ecoCORK. This can be 1 or 2 coats, each 10-20mm thick, depending on the overall 
thickness required and the uneveness of the wall. Mix 3 x 14kg Bags of ecoCORK into a mixer with the stated amount of clean water (18L) for 
at least 15 minutes and then discharge into a wheelbarrow. 
  
Leave while recharging the mixer. Whisk the ecoCORK for a couple of minutes immediately before application. 
 
Apply the first scratch coat to start levelling the substrate, at an overall thickness of up to 20mm. This scratch coat is applied in 2 passes; the 
first pass is to key to the harled coat, then press the mesh in with a trowel and immediately apply the second pass. Scarify after a couple of 

hours if a second coat is to be applied. Normally after around 3-5 
days a second10-20mm coat of ecoCORK is applied. It is advised 
that the ecoCORK shouldn’t exceed 40mm in total. 

Float the final coat to compress the ecoCORK and provide a                                                                                                                        
surface texture suitable for the finishing coat. 
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4. Finishing render or plaster 
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After around 3-4 days and once the float coat of ecoCORK has hardened sufficiently, apply a single 3mm coat of 
Secil Finishing Mortar. Two coats of 1.5mm each can be applied if preferred. This can be finished with a trowel and/
or sponge to create the desired finish. 
 
If applied internally, there are extra options e.g. apply a first coat of Secil Finishing Mortar and lightly sponge to get 
a textured surface suitable for a Regency or 3/2 fine lime putty plaster skim so the finish can match other walls in 
the building. 
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5. Decoration 
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It is very important to select the correct paint to decorate a solid wall building - a vapour permeable paint must be used. A silicate masonry 
paint works well, offering a good balance between keeping the rain out and letting the walls breathe. Limewash may be applied at 4-5 coats 
with a least a day between coats, starting a week after the rendering or plastering. 
 
If applied internally, there are many more paint options available. Contact Mike Wye & Associates technical team for guidance. 



Secil  ecoCORK materials 

Secil Finishing render 
25kg bag = 5.2m2@3mm 
For final coat 

Secil ecoCORK 
14kg bag  1m2/20mm 
K value= 0.1 W/m.K 

Mike Wye  3/2 plaster 
20kg tub = 3.3m2@3mm 
For internal finish option 

Secil Consolidation mortar 
25kg bag  5.2m2/3mm 
First coat 

SecilVit 160gm mesh 
50m x 1m roll 
embedded in ecoCORK 

Buckland Filleigh Sawmills, Buckland Filleigh, Devon EX21 5RN 
Telephone: 01409 281644 Email: sales@mikewye.co.uk www.mikewye.co.uk 


